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There is no turning back!

This is what I keep on telling myself as I diligently prepared the requirements meant for the hiring of teacher on Department of Education. Since this is my first time, a sense of self-doubt envelop me. It seems like I am struggling so hard to notch a remarkable milestone in my life, that is, to secure a teaching item in the public education.

Questions such as Am I ready? bombarded me for months. But I am sure this is the tract of life that I want to step on. The excitement of the milestone that I am about to embark overpowers my self-uncertainty. And this is the goal I set for myself.

According to Locke and Lathams (1991) Goal-Setting Theory, life is a process of goal oriented action. Goals can be identified as a consequence that a human being attempt to perpetrate. In any workplace, individuals are committed to target their enthrallment toward and notch goals. Goals do have an inner and outer factors for a human being. The summit level of the performance is commonly attained when the chore is both complex and specific. The more intricate the goal entrusted to an individual, the higher the consequence performance level. When a particular, intricate goal is designated to an individual, then goal accomplishment offers those employees with an objective, unambiguous basis for evaluating the effectiveness of their performance.

Having a goal towards any undertaking is very indispensable for it propel someone to exemplify and amplify the action he/she does just to achieve such objective. Goals trigger and provide a blueprint for the applicantstoward their established goal, objectives,
aims, or targets after attaining baccalaureate school education. These goals served as their
guide in fulfilling their established dreams and potentialities in ranking process. Such
goal helps teacher applicant in assessing and evaluating their credentials to be used in
their job prospects.

Having said so, it is essential that a person has already established a concrete goal for
himself. Whether for career, family or other life-changing undertaking, goal-setting
should always come first. Always remember, every big achievement starts with a vision.

Yes, there is no turning backin my application, but I am definitely confident that I am
ready. I have already set my goal from the very beginning. And I will do whatever it takes
to convert these goals into reality. May the force be with me.
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